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WHEN IT COMES TO MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR
LOOKS, EVERYONE’S GOT AN OPINION: DO THIS,
DON’T DO THAT, TRY THIS, STEER CLEAR OF THAT.
AT A CERTAIN POINT, ONE CAN’T HELP BUT ASK,
WHAT ACTUALLY WORKS? THESE PRO TRICKS.
WE’VE WHITTLED DOWN ALL THAT INFO TO JUST THE
MUST-KNOWS. SO FOR RADIANT SKIN, HEALTHY
HAIR AND PERFECT MAKEUP, LOOK NO FURTHER
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COVER BLEMISHES
CORRECTLY

PHOTOS, FROM TOP: GABRIELLA IMPERATORI-PENN, FRANCESCO MOSTO

GOT BIG PORES? GO SHEER
“FULL-COVERAGE FOUNDATION SETTLES
INTO LARGE PORES, MAKING THEM LOOK
EVEN BIGGER,” SAYS PATRICIA WEXLER,
MD, A DERMATOLOGIST IN MANHATTAN. A
MORE FLATTERING OPTION: USE A LIGHTWEIGHT FORMULA (OR A TINTED MOISTURIZER) AND APPLY IN A VERY THIN LAYER.
CREATE THE ILLUSION
OF LIFT
“Use an illuminating
cream or powder on your
upper cheekbone, the
center of your forehead
and just below your lower
lip,” says Laura Geller, a
makeup artist in New York
City. “The first two spots
make the top of the face
appear lifted, and the last
detracts from sagginess
around the chin.” Good for
most skin tones: Laura
Geller Liquid Candlelight
Face and Body Glow.
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“Never use an
under-eye
concealer to
hide a pimple—
it slides right
off,” Wexler
says. “I prefer
an oil-free concealing pencil.
It’s opaque
enough to
cover but dry
enough that
it stays put.”
Her favorite:
Shiseido The
Makeup Corrector Pencil.

GO GOLDEN
“Skin loses pigment—
and radiance—over time.
So either switch to a
foundation with a warmer
tint, add a drop of liquid
bronzer to your favorite
foundation or make
bronzing powder part of
your makeup regimen,”
says Sandy Linter, a consulting makeup artist
for Lancôme. Try Clinique
True Bronze Bronzing Gel
or Elizabeth Arden
Mineral Bronzing Powder.
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PUT ON TWO LAYERS OF MOISTURIZER

APPLY ONE BEFORE FOUNDATION,
THEN PAT ON A SECOND, VERY LIGHT
COAT OVER YOUR MAKEUP. “THIS
GIVES YOUR SKIN A DEWY FINISH
AND AN EXTRA DOSE OF HYDRATION,”
SAYS AUDREY KUNIN, MD, A
DERMATOLOGIST IN KANSAS CITY
75
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SMOOTH OUT ACNE SCARS

Hide uneven texture with
a silicone primer; it
helps fill in ice pick scars.
We like: Dr. Brandt Flaws
No More Skin Perfector.
Need a more serious scarremoval strategy? Doctorprescribed retinoids
like Retin-A will trigger
collagen production and
smooth the skin’s surface.
For deeper scars, a fractionated laser like Fraxel
will vaporize scar tissue,
causing new skin to fill
in depressed areas. Cost:
$800 and up.

“When your
body temp
soars, waterresistant
eyeliner and
mascara stays
put,” says
Geller, who
also suggests
keeping face
powder to
a minimum
since it cakes
up on a damp
face. One that
endures: Maybelline New
York Lasting
Drama
Gel Eyeliner.
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FAKE FULLER LIPS
“AVOID MATTE LIP COLOR; IT DRAWS ATTENTION TO THIN LIPS,” SAYS TRISH
MCEVOY, A CELEBRITY MAKEUP ARTIST.
INSTEAD, APPLY SHEER, HYDRATING
COLOR. THEN DAB CLEAR GLOSS ON THE
CENTER OF YOUR BOTTOM LIP.
USE SPOT ERASER ON
YOUR HANDS

Apply a tinted moisturizer with light-reflecting
particles to the backs of
your hands. Like a softfocus lens, the lotion
makes discolored areas
less apparent. We like
Olay Definity Recapture.
Want a long-term fix?
Pigment-targeting lasers
break up melanin
in brown spots, causing
them to dry up, then
crumble off, says Arielle
Kauvar, a New York City
dermatologist.

GET CHEEKY

“A ROSY COLOR ON THE APPLES OF
YOUR CHEEKS BRIGHTENS DULL
SKIN,” SAYS MAKEUP ARTIST BOBBI
BROWN. TRY BOBBI BROWN CHEEK
TINT IN SHEER RASPBERRY AND
MAYBELLINE NEW YORK DREAM
MOUSSE BLUSH IN ROSE PETAL.
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TRY SOME
HEAT–PROOF MAKEUP

PHOTO: KENJI AOKI
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SHIELD EYELIDS FROM
THE SUN
“UV DAMAGE IS
A MAJOR CAUSE OF
LID DROOPING,
BUT MANY WOMEN
SKIP SPF ON LIDS
BECAUSE IT CAN
STING,” SAYS ADRIENNE DENESE, MD,

A MANHATTAN
DERMATOLOGIST. TO BLOCK
COLLAGENDESTROYING RAYS,
ALWAYS WEAR
SUNGLASSES OUTDOORS (EVEN
ON CLOUDY DAYS)
OR APPLY EYESHADOW THAT
CONTAINS TITANIUM DIOXIDE, AN
INGREDIENT THAT
FUNCTIONS AS
A NONIRRITATING
S U N BLOCK.
ONE WE LIKE: BARE
ESCENTUALS
BARE MINERALS
EYE COLOR.

CRIMP LIMP LASHES
Not only do lashes become
sparser over time, but
they also get straighter. So
if you aren’t currently
using a curler, it may be
time to start. Our pick:
Laura Mercier Eyelash
Curler, which crimps
right at the lash roots.
One squeeze and you’re
Betty Boop. OK, not
really—but you will love
the curl.

PHOTO: SVEND LINDBAEK
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FATTEN ANEMIC LASHES—INSTANTLY

“BRUSHING A LITTLE FACE POWDER
ON YOUR LASHES IN BETWEEN
YOUR FIRST AND SECOND COATS OF
MASCARA ADDS MORE THICKNESS
THAN A VOLUMIZING MASCARA
ALONE,” SAYS BRETT FREEDMAN, A
LOS ANGELES MAKEUP ARTIST.
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STOP EYELINER BLEED

15

“Apply liner as you usually
do, then use a cotton
swab to subtly smudge the
line at the outer corners,
directing it upward,”
Linter says. “Skip this step,
and the color will settle
into your smile lines,
making you look tired.”

GIVE YOUR BROWS
A BOOST
“Stray hairs on the browbone can make eyes look
droopy,” says Jerrod
Blandino, a makeup artist
in Los Angeles. “Getting
rid of them lifts the area.”
Just tweeze or “shave” with
a fuzz-removal device
like the Christi Harris Precision Brow Planing Tool.
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BLEND GRAYING BROWS

Using a tinted
eyebrow gel
will help hardto-color gray
or white
hairs blend in.
Jordy Poon,
makeup artist
at the Rita
Hazan Salon
in NYC, says,
“Even used
alone, a clear
gel makes any
brow look
glossier, sexier
and more
professional.”
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BOOK BROW TIME

“Eyebrow shaping gives
definition to your face.
Have it done by a pro,
then follow the lines yourself. Thinking you can
create the right shape is
like thinking you can cut
your own hair,” says
Kimara Ahnert, a makeup
artist in New York City.
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LIGHTEN UP SUNKEN LIDS
EYELIDS WILL LOOK DARK (AND SUNKEN)
IN PART BECAUSE SKIN THINS THERE OVER
TIME, ALLOWING BLOOD VESSELS BEHIND
THE EYE TO SHOW THROUGH. TO LESSEN
THIS EFFECT, SWEEP A PALE, LIGHT-REFLECTING SHADOW OVER THE ENTIRE LID.
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RAISE YOUR BROWS
FOR PHOTOS
“THIS GIVES THE
APPEARANCE OF AN
INSTANT FACELIFT,” KUNIN SAYS.
(IF YOU AREN’T
BOTOXING, THIS IS
YOUR PAYOFF.)
DO A MINI EYE-LIFT
“TRACE HIGHLIGHTER BOTH
OVER AND UNDER
YOUR BROWS TO
MAKE YOUR EYE
APPEAR HIGHER,”
GELLER SAYS.

FEIGN FLAWLESS LEGS

A gradual self-tanner helps to
conceal freckles, sunspots,
splotches and broken capillaries,
says Linter. We like: Jergens
Natural Glow Daily Moisturizer
for medium/tan skin tones.

8
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USE PRIMER PRESHADOW

“Dry skin ‘eats’ eyeshadow, causing it to settle into and
accentuate your creases,” says Blandino. But applying a
primer provides a slightly tacky surface that prevents
shadow absorption and keeps the color from sliding.
Smooth over your entire eyelid up to the brow.
A primer that works well: Laura Mercier Eye Basics.
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RETIRE YOUR POWDER
BLUSH

IF YOU HAVEN’T
ALREADY, GO
FOR A CREAMY
CHEEK COLOR.
“THE MOIST
FORMULATION
MAKES YOUR
SKIN LOOK
NATURALLY LIT
FROM WITHIN,
WHEREAS A
POWDER OFTEN
STREAKS ON
DRY SKIN,” SAYS
PATTY BUNCH,
A MAKEUP
ARTIST IN LOS
ANGELES.

BID DARK LIPSTICK ADIEU
A very deep lip color is
unattractive if it bleeds
into the creases around
your mouth. So if lip lines
are an issue, soft, neutral
shades such as rose or
peach for fair to medium
tones and sheer browns
and berries for dark skin
are more flattering.
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PHOTOS, FROM TOP: TODD HUFFMAN (2), FRANCESCO MOSTO. PROP STYLIST (HUFFMAN): SARA WACKSMAN
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STOP WAXING YOUR BROWS
“REPEATED WAXING
KILLS THE HAIR
ROOT,” WARNS
MAKEUP ARTIST
LINTER. “AND A
DEAD ROOT MEANS
NO MORE HAIR—
EVER.”

PHOTO: RAYMOND MEIER/TRUNKARCHIVE.COM

BE WARY OF TOO
MANY LAYERS
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PHOTO: SVEND LINDBAEK

“IF YOUR HAIR
IS LONG AND
FINE, BE CAREFUL OF A CUT
THAT’S TOO
SHAGGY,” SAYS
TED GIBSON,
A NEW YORK
CITY STYLIST.
AND IF YOUR
HAIR IS GRAYING, DEFINITELY AVOID
LOTS OF LAYERS,
BECAUSE
THEY MAKE
WIRY STRANDS
EVEN MORE
STUBBORN
AND UNRULY.

#$

USE A BOAR-BRISTLE BRUSH

“Coarse or gray hair is
often hard to smooth,”
says Farah Reid, director
of education at New York
City’s Blow salon. “Using
a boar-bristle brush while
blow-drying grabs and
holds on to hair, creating
more tension than you’d
get with plastic or metal
bristles.” Try the Mason
Pearson Boar Bristle
Pocket Mixture Brush.
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CONCEAL GRAYS SANS HAIR COLOR

SPRITZING ON SHINE SPRAY
(WE LIKE GARNIER FRUCTIS STYLE
BRILLIANTINE SHINE GLOSSING
SPRAY), THEN BRUSHING HAIR BACK
INTO A PONYTAIL WILL DARKEN
YOUR OVERALL HAIR COLOR, HELPING TO CUT THE ROOTS-TO -HAIR
CONTRAST.
THINK BANGS, NOT BOTOX
Use your hair to camouflage forehead lines.
But ensure that bangs
are brow skimming and
fringed (not blunt) at
the ends so the look isn’t
too severe.
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DON’T SHAMPOO EVERY DAY

Sudsing up more than three or four times a week can dry
your hair and fade your color. “As time goes on, your scalp
produces less oil, so you don’t need to wash as often,”
says Kyle White, a colorist at Manhattan’s Oscar Blandi
Salon. “But if you just can’t get used to the idea of a day
without cleaning your hair [or you work out and sweat a
lot], get in the shower and rinse with just water, or spray
a dry shampoo into your roots, then brush it through.”
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USE HAIR COLOR TO MAKE
YOUR MANE THICKER

“Double-process color [allover color plus
highlights ]
can almost
quadruple the
thickness
of your hair as
well as add
texture that
makes it easier
to style,” says
Kevin Mancuso, a celebrity stylist.
75

MINIMIZE STRAND SIZZLING
OPT FOR CERAMIC
TOOLS OVER TRADITIONAL METAL
ONES (CERAMIC
DOESN’T GET AS
HOT AS METAL,
SO THERE’S LESS
FRYING AS YOU
STYLE). TRY: JOHN
FREIDA FRIZZEASE HEAT DEFEAT
PROTECTIVE
STYLING SPRAY.

32
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GOING SHORT? CONSIDER LIGHTENING UP

“IF YOUR HAIR IS QUITE DARK, YOU
RUN THE RISK OF HAVING A SHORT
CUT END UP LOOKING LIKE A HAT,”
SAYS RITA HAZAN, A CELEBRITY
COLORIST IN NEW YORK CITY. MOST
ABOVE-THE-SHOULDER STYLES LOOK
BETTER EITHER HIGHLIGHTED
OR LIGHTENED AT LEAST ONE LEVEL.
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MAKE YOUR HAIR HUE
LAST LONGER
If your hair color isn’t
completely natural (and
whose is these days?), you
can extend its life span by
giving it a shot of protein,
says Peter Coppola,
owner of an eponymous
salon in Boca Raton. “In
addition to making hair
stronger, protein locks in
color,” Coppola says. At
home, slather on Garnier
Fructis Triple Nutrition
3-Minute: Undo Dryness
Reversal Treatment.

| more.com

SOOTHE A SENSITIVE SCALP
WHILE COLORING

Skin becomes
thinner as you
age, upping
the likelihood
of scalp stinging when you
dye your hair.
To minimize
discomfort,
add a teaspoon
of coconut
oil to the dye,
advises Rick
Wellman,
a Manhattan
colorist. This
acts as a barrier
between the
dye and your
scalp, minimizing irritation.

TRY A HAIR-GROWTH
INHIBITOR
A prescription cream
like Vaniqa or an overthe-counter option such
as Aveeno Positively
Smooth Moisturizing
Lotion reduces the
growth of coarse body
hair that can be caused
by hormone fluctuations.
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DON’T LET YOUR STYLERS DEFLATE YOUR DO
IF YOUR HAIR IS FINE OR THIN, ALWAYS
AVOID STYLING PRODUCTS THAT ARE
CREAMY, BECAUSE THEY’RE APT TO
WEIGH DOWN YOUR HAIR. BETTER BETS?
LIGHT AND AIRY MOUSSE (SEE #38),
SPRAY GELS AND FLEXIBLE HAIRSPRAYS.

36
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GIVE MOUSSE ANOTHER TRY

PHOTO: JONATHAN KANTOR

If your last encounter
with styling foam was
when Madonna wore
headbands, here’s the
scoop: There’s a new
mousse in town, reformulated so it still thickens
but no longer stiffens.
“A golf ball–size dollop
applied to damp hair
plumps your strands but
still leaves them soft,”
says Boston-based stylist
Gretta Monahan, who
likes Dove Body and Lift
Volumizing Mousse.
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SKIP THE
JAW-LENGTH BOB
A STYLE THAT
HITS RIGHT AT
THE JAWBONE
EMPHASIZES
ANY SAGS.
“GO FOR SOMETHING ABOUT
AN INCH
LONGER,” GIBSON
SUGGESTS. “IT’S
JUST AS CHIC,
BUT IT HIDES
SLACK SKIN.”

40
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EMBRACE YOUR INNER SILVER FOX

“Gray hair can be elegant,” says Wellman. “But you still
should visit the salon twice a year. Left alone, gray hair
can get dirty looking and dull.” At home, brighten
up with a purple-tinted cleanser like Clairol Shimmer
Lights Shampoo. “Just don’t use it more than twice a
week, or the purple can give gray strands a bluish cast.”
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ADD A FEW HIGHLIGHTS
NEXT TO YOUR FACE

PHOTOS, FROM LEFT: LISA SHIN, COOLIFE

“They brighten up your
skin and soften the
look of fine lines,” says
Jason Backe, a colorist
at Gibson’s salon.
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BOOST LIMP LOCKS

“ALWAYS FLIP
YOUR HAIR
OVER WHEN YOU
BLOW-DRY IT,”
SAYS VINETTE
AQUINO, A
STYLIST AT NEW
YORK BLOW
DRY BAR. THIS
ENCOURAGES
THE STRANDS
TO LIFT OFF
THE SCALP, AS
OPPOSED
TO LYING FLAT
AGAINST IT.
“THEN, ONCE
YOUR HAIR IS
DRY, PUT IN
SOME LARGE
VELCRO ROLLERS FOR 10 MINUTES TO GIVE
YOUR HAIR A
LITTLE EXTRA
HEIGHT.”

YOU’RE GOING GRAY WHERE?
IF YOU WANT TO MATCH THE HAIR DOWN
THERE TO WHAT’S ON YOUR HEAD, TRY
A COL OR KIT SAFE FOR SENSITIVE SKIN
(LOOK FOR SOMETHING MADE WITHOUT
AMMONIA). NANCY JARECKI, THE CREATOR
OF BETTY HAIR COLOR, POINTS OUT
THAT IF YOU’RE TIRED OF THE NATURAL
LOOK, GOING ORANGE OR HOT PINK
MIGHT PERK THINGS UP A BIT. (AND YOU
THOUGHT THE BRAZILIAN WAS YOUR ONLY
OPTION.) BETTY COLOR COMES IN 10 SHADES.
75

44
MINIMIZE GRAYS THE
LOW-MAINTENANCE
WAY: TRY HIGHLIGHTS

“They don’t
cover gray per
se, but they
minimize it by
blending the
silver in with
the rest of
your hair color,”
says White.
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PUT YOUR EYE CREAM
IN THE FRIDGE

“The cold temperature
shrinks blood vessels and
helps to minnimize
under-eye bags,” says Zein
Obagi, MD, a Los Angeles
dermatologists.
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IF ALL ELSE FAILS, GO ITALIAN

“LUMINOSITY MAKES YOU LOOK
YOUNGER,” SAYS CHRISTINE ROGERS,
MD, A DENVER PLASTIC SURGEON.
“ONCE A YEAR, I GO BIKE RIDING IN
ITALY, WHERE I CAN EAT ALL I WANT
AND LOOK AT GORGEOUS ITALIAN
MEN ALL DAY. IT MAKES ME GLOW.”

47
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KEEP YOUR MAKEUP
IN PLACE
To keep shadow from
creasing, apply a primer
first, says Molly R. Stern,
a celebrity makeup artist
and consultant for Cover
Girl. Same goes for the
rest of your face: Using an
allover primer with silicone prevents oil and
sweat from breaking
through and mussing your
makeup. Some of our favorites: Laura Geller Eye
Spackle and Laura Mercier
Mineral Primer, which
gives the skin a slightly
more matte finish.

| more.com

FILL IN SMOKER’S LINES

A clear, waxy
lip liner helps
fill in wrinkles
around the
mouth, making them less
noticeable as
well as stopping lipstick
bleeding. Try:
DuWop Reverse Lip Liner.
Long-term tip:
A hyaluronic
acid filler such
as Restalyne
plumps lines
right away,
with results
that last up to
nine months.

49
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MOISTURIZE IN LAYERS

“For maximum plumping,
follow your regular lotion
with a heavy cream or
facial oil. On really bad
beauty days, I put on oil
and wait an hour before
looking in the mirror,” admits Brown, who swears
by Bobbi Brown Extra
Face Oil. A 10-minute
moisturizing mask also
plumps you up fast. We
like Sonya Dakar
Hydrating Blue Mask.

LIGHTENING UP YOUR LOCKS?

YOUR MAKEUP OUGHT TO FOLLOW SUIT.
“LIGHTER HAIR REQUIRES SOFTER MAKEUP,” SAYS SONIA KASHUK, FOUNDER OF
SONIA KASHUK COSMETICS. “AVOID DARK
LIPSTICKS AND BLACK AROUND THE EYES.
GO FOR A BRIGHT BLUSH—SHADES
OF PINK OR CORAL—AND NUDE, GRAY OR
PURPLE ON THE EYES.”

PHOTOS, FROM TOP: TODD HUFFMAN, LISA SHIN. PROP STYLIST (HUFFMAN): SARA WACKSMAN
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PEPTIDES. WE REPEAT: PEPTIDES
EVERY SINGLE DERMATOLOGIST WE
INTERVIEWED INSISTS PEPTIDES ARE THE
MOST EFFECTIVE INGREDIENT IN SERUMS
AND MOISTURIZERS THAT FIRM AND LIFT.
ONE PEP TIDE-PACKED PRODUCT THAT
WORKS ON ALL SKIN TYPES: KINERASE C8
PEPTIDE INTENSIVE TREATMENT.
BLOT IT!

PHOTOS: LISA SHIN
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Rather than
layering on powder (which can
make skin look
like a mask
by noon), erase
breakthrough
shine on your
nose and forehead with an
oil-absorbing
sheet. (Yes,
those tissues
you used on
pizza in the
high school
cafeteria.) We
like Alison Raffaele Oil-Blotting Tissues.
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CURB YOUR DAIRY, CUT
BACK ON ACNE FLARE-UPS

Recent studies suggest
dairy foods may trigger
excess oil production.
“This theory is controversial,” says Fredric Brandt,
MD, a New York City
dermatologist. “But I do
tell my patients to cut
back on dairy if, despite
a careful skin-care regimen, their complexion
still isn’t clearing up.”

ADD RETINOL TO YOUR
REGIMEN
WHEREAS PEPTIDES PLUMP
AND FIRM (SEE #51),
RETINOL (OR
TRETINOIN, ITS
RX COUSIN, IN
PRODUCTS LIKE
RETIN-A) SMOOTHS
AND EVENS OUT
SKIN TONE. TRY
ROC RETINOL
CORREXION DEEP
WRINKLE SERUM.
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BABY YOUR NECK
AND CHEST

Because the skin there
is so thin, these areas
generally don’t age as
well as your face, especially if you’ve been lax
with the sunscreen.
“Using a moisturizer with
retinoids or peptides
will help somewhat,” says
Brandt. “But your skin in
these areas is sensitive,
so don’t use it every
night—that could leave
you overly red and flaky.”

INVEST IN A MAGNIFYING MIRROR

56

TO ZERO IN ON STRAY HAIRS—AROUND
YOUR EYEBROWS AND ELSEWHERE—
PICK UP A SMALL MAGNIFYING MIRROR WITH SUCTION CUPS. IF YOU
STICK IT ON THE BATHROOM CABINET,
YOU MAY BE SURPRISED AT WHAT
YOU’LL SEE IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT.
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“Teenage acne products
contain benzoyl peroxide,
which is too drying for
anyone over 25. A product
made with salicylic acid
and calming ingredients
works just as well without leaving your skin dry,”
says Wexler. We like
Neutrogena Rapid Clear
Acne Defense Lotion.

57
SLEEP ON TWO PILLOWS

“Keeping your head elevated prevents fluid from collecting around
your eyes during the night and
causing puffiness in the morning,”
says San Antonio–based dermatologist Vivian Bucay, MD.

SHRINK BROKEN BLOOD
VESSELS—FAST

%'
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The only permanent way
to rid yourself of broken
capillaries is via four to
six IPL (intense pulse
light) treatments, says J.
Matthew Night, MD, an
Orlando, Florida, dermatologist. In a pinch,
however, we like this
trick from Wexler: Hold
an ice-cold skim milk
compress to the skin for
10 to 15 minutes. Voilà!
No more redness for the
rest of the day.

| more.com
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SHED WHAT’S DEAD

AS TIME PASSES,
OUR EXFOLIATION PROCESS
SLOWS DOWN,
DEAD CELLS
COLLECT ON
THE SKIN’S
SURFACE, AND
THE TEXTURE
BECOMES UNEVEN. THE
RESULTS? SKIN
THAT DOESN’T
RADIATE THE
WAY IT ONCE
DID. SO SLOUGH
OFF THAT FLAKY
LAYER ONCE
A WEEK WITH A
SCRUB LIKE DR.
BRANDT
MICRODERMABRASIAN CREAM.
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“Women can get cystic
pimples well into their
forties,” says Rogers.
If you tend to erupt the
week before your period
(or if you’re perimenopausal, around the time
you feel as if you’re
PMS-ing), twice a month
exfoliate with an at-home
scrub or peel to keep
pores clear and slough
off dead skin cells (see
#60). This clears the way
for (and boosts the
potency of ) your treatment products, says
Obagi. At-home scrubs
that promise results
without lasting redness:
Kate Somerville ExfoliKate Gentle and Olay
Regenerist Detoxifying
Pore Scrub.
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SAVE STRETCHED-OUT EARLOBES
APPLYING LOBE WONDER PATCHES TO
THE BACKS OF YOUR EARLOBES RELIEVES
PRESSURE FROM HEAVY EARRINGS, MINIMIZING PULL-DOWN AND PREVENTING
FURTHER STRETCHING. LOOKING FOR
A LONG-TERM FIX? A PLASTIC SURGEON
CAN CUT OUT THE ELONGATED EARRING HOLE, SEW UP THE INCISION—THEN
REPIERCE IN ABOUT SIX WEEKS.

PHOTOS, FROM TOP: FRANCESCO MOSTO, TODD HUFFMAN. PROP STYLIST (HUFFMAN): SARA WACKSMAN

BREAKING OUT? DON’T EVEN
THINK ABOUT BORROWING
YOUR TEEN’S MEDICATION

HORMONE SURGE?
UP THE ANTE

63
FIGHT FINE LINES—
IN THE SHOWER

PHOTO: COOLIFE

Before you step under
the water, massage a drop
of grapeseed oil into the
skin around your eyes for
10 minutes, Obagi suggests.
“It will improve skin
texture,” he says. The oil
is moisturizing, yes, but it
also contains antioxidants that fight wrinklecausing free radicals,
which are deposited on
your skin by UV rays and
pollution during the day.
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DON’T GET TOO THIN
Losing enamel is inevitable over time, but you
can minimize the damage
by avoiding things that
accelerate the process. “I
tell my patients to use
an electric toothbrush or
a regular brush with soft
bristles,” says Jennifer
Jablow, DDS, a New York
City cosmetic dentist.
“Any brush that’s labeled
medium or hard is too
abrasive.” You should also
watch your intake
of acidic food and drinks
(such as coffee and wine),
says Jamie Sands, DDS, a
Hollywood dentist.

PHOTOS, FROM TOP: TODD HUFFMAN, LISA SHIN

FOLLOW THE 20-MINUTE RULE

“WHITENING TOOTHPASTES DON’T
STAY ON THE TEETH LONG ENOUGH
TO WORK,” SAYS NEW YORK CITY
DENTIST GREGG LITUCHY, DDS. “A
PRODUCT SHOULD SIT FOR AT LEAST
20 MINUTES TO PROVIDE A
NOTICEABLE RESULT.” TO LIGHTEN
AT HOME, TRY CREST WHITESTRIPS
ADVANCED SEAL, WHICH SIT ON THE
TEETH FOR 30 MINUTES A DAY.
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CONSIDER PORCELAIN
VENEERS

“Many women
were given
tetracycline as
kids, which
permanently
darkened
their teeth,”
Lituchy says.
“Most whiteners alone
won’t bleach
out the stains,
but porcelain
veneers instantly and
permanently
give you a
white smile.”
Veneers start
at about $500
per tooth.

REMOVE TEETH STAINS AT HOME
COMBINE EQUAL PARTS BAKING SODA
AND HYDROGEN PEROXIDE FOR BRUSHING YOUR TEETH ONCE A WEEK. “THIS
COMBO REMOVES SURFACE STAINS—AND
IT’S TOTALLY SAFE,” SAYS LITUCHY.
75

BRIGHTEN STAINED NAILS
IN TWO MINUTES
After applying a base coat,
brush on a pale polish
in soft pink, cream or sheer
white. The light color
cancels out the yellow
tones in your nails and
brightens the look of your
hands. “With dark colors,
steer clear of anything
with too much yellow or
orange; it can make most
skin tones look sallow,”
says Lisa Logan, a celebrity manicurist in New
York City.
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SHIELD YOUR NAILS
FROM THE SUN

69
SMOOTH OUT NAIL
WRINKLES

“Ridges are nail versions
of wrinkles—and you
do get more of them as
you age,” says Richard
Scher, MD, a dermatologist. To smooth your
ridges, lightly sand the
nail surface with a buffer.
(Do this only once a week,
since excessive buffing
eventually thins and
weakens nails.) Try CND
Glossing Buffer Block.
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“We know that,
much like
the skin, nails
do show signs
of sun damage, the most
obvious
of which are
ridges,” says
Scher. The key
to preventing
these bumps
is surprisingly
simple: Just
wear polish.
“Nail lacquer
is a physical
barrier that
deflects the
sun’s rays,”
Scher explains.

"#

DON’T NEGLECT YOUR NAILS
KEEPING YOUR TIPS BUFFED TO A SHINE—
OR POLISHED IN A COLOR WITH SOME
BLUE OR PINK IN IT (TOO MUCH YELLOW
ACCENTUATES SALLOWNESS)—WILL MAKE
YOUR HANDS LOOK YOUNGER. A LACQUER
THAT WORKS ON ALMOST EVERYONE IS
OPI NAIL POLISH IN OTHERWISE ENGAGED,
A SHEER, OPALESCENT PINK.

#$

WEAR A SCENT THAT’S
NOT TOO SPICY

Fragrance can make you
feel fresh, femme
fatale–ish or even formidable. But don’t overdo it, says Debbie Wild,
fragrance and lifestyle
director for Jo Malone. A
safe but still sexy pick:
Jo Malone Honeysuckle
and Jasmine Cologne.

CURE CRACKED CUTICLES

TO HEAL PARCHED NAILS AND CUTICLES, SLATHER THEM WITH NAIL
OIL BEFORE YOU GO TO BED, AND
THEN TOP THEM WITH AN OCCLUSIVE BALM. LOGAN SWEARS BY A&D
OINTMENT: “I’VE NEVER FOUND
ANYTHING THAT WORKS FASTER TO
SOFTEN AND HEAL TORN, TENDER
CUTICLES.”

| more.com

MAKE YOUR SCENT ENDURE
“FRAGRANCE
DOESN’T LAST AS
LONG ON DRY
SKIN,” WILD SAYS.
WHAT HELPS:
SLATHERING ON
BODY LOTION
BEFORE YOU
SPRITZ TO GIVE
YOUR SKIN A
SLIGHTLY TACKY
SURFACE—AND
SOMETHING FOR
YOUR SCENT
TO LATCH ON TO.
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TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Before buying a new
scent, always ask to
sample it, advises Stacy
Brown, a scent specialist
for Thymes fragrances.
Hormonal changes can
affect the way a fragrance smells on your skin
from hour to hour, so
wait at least a day before
laying down your dollars.

PHOTO: FRANCESCO MOSTO
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NO ONE KNOWS MORE ABOUT INNOVATIONS IN SKIN CARE THAN DERMATOLOGISTS. AND
MOST OF THEM CLEARLY PRACTICE WHAT THEY PREACH. (EVER SEEN A WRINKLY SKIN DOC? WE HAVEN’T EITHER.)
SO WE WENT TO THE FIVE MOST RADIANT, FINE-LINE-FREE FEMALE MDS WE KNOW AND SAID,
“FESS UP.” HAPPILY, THEY OBLIGED >> BY MICHELE BENDER

!
They use a cleanser
with horsepower
We’ve all heard dermatologists endorse washing up with a mild, gentle cleanser. But in truth that’s not
what they’re using at home. Most of
the doctors we talked to lather
up with formulas filled with glycolic
or lactic acid (to accelerate exfoliation) and salicylic acid (to unclog pores and make them appear
smaller). “As an African-American
woman, my biggest battle is blotchiness. And for that, I find an exfoliating cleanser is best: It evens out the
tone of my skin better than a basic,
no-frills formula,” says Jeanine
Downie, MD, coauthor of Beautiful
Skin of Color. Some doctors do use
a gentler cleanser but rotate in a
more aggressive exfoliator (a scrub
or at-home microdermabrasion
kit) once or twice a week to ensure
that no skin-dulling dead cells are
left hanging around. Some of their
favorites: Vivité Exfoliating Facial
Cleanser and the Patricia Wexler
MD Microdermabrasion System
Step 1: Resurfacing Cream.

#
They fight free radicals on
the outside—and in
According to the doctors we interviewed, the danger of free radicals—
from such sources as air pollution
and the sun’s rays—isn’t just marketing hype; it’s real. “Damage from free
radicals is one of the primary causes
of fine lines and uneven skin tone,”
Downie says. So she and the others minimize future wrinkles and
uneven skin tone with antioxidants,
applying a serum or cream that
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contains a free-radical fighter
such as vitamin C, phloretin, ideben one, green tea or coffeeberry
every morning, after cleansing
and before putting on sunscreen
(see #3, below). Downie loves
Revalé Skin Intense Recovery Treatment with CoffeeBerry. Some
other antioxidant serums to try:
Elizabeth Arden Prevage Face
Anti-Aging Serum with idebenone
plus green tea, and SkinCeuticals
Phloretin CF, which contains three
antioxidants: vitamin C, phloretin
and ferulic acid. But most doctors
don’t rely on topical antioxidants alone. Mary Lupo, MD, a clinical professor of dermatology at
Tulane University, in New Orleans,
also downs smoothies made with
yogurt and antioxidant-rich fruit,
such as blueberries or acai. “I believe that our skin can be a mirror of
our overall health. So I try to treat
the inside of me just as well as I do
the outside,” she says.

3
Protection is a priority
To skin doctors, applying sunscreen is like brushing teeth: It’s
just unfathomable not to. Most
apply a thin layer as the last step
of their morning skin-care
regimen to prevent UV exposure,
the chief cause of premature wrinkles and discoloration. Two formulas frequently cited: For dry skin,
La Roche-Posay Anthelios Daily
Moisturizer SPF 15, and for oilier
complexions, Neutro gena Ultra
Sheer Dry Touch Sunblock SPF
55. Then, to further boost their
skin’s sun shield, our experts layer
on sunscreen-spiked makeup. Naila
Malik, MD, a cosmetic dermatologist in sunny Southlake, Texas,
sweeps on Neutrogena Mineral
Sheers Powder Foundation SPF

20. “It’s light, safe for sensitive
skin and doesn’t make me break
out,” she says. Katie Rodan, MD, an
associate clinical professor of
dermatology at Stanford University,
uses her own Rodan+Fields
Mineral Peptides SPF 20, which
absorbs any excess oil. And Lupo
applies L’Oréal Visible Lift Foundation SPF 17, a moisturizing liquid
formula infused with retinol.

4

They rave about Retin-A
Dead cells are complexion enemy
number one, say our skin experts,
because they can clog pores as well
as give skin an ashy appearance. So
after exfoliating in the evening, most
MDs also slather on a retinoid cream
(a topical form of vitamin A
found in Rx options such as Retin-A
and Refissa and over the counter
in retinol), which has been shown
to speed up the rate at which the
body sheds dead skin. But retinoid benefits don’t stop there. Vitamin A also stimulates collagen
production (making skin look
plumper and fine lines smoother)
and normalizes cells exposed to
UV rays, effectively undoing sun
damage. But there’s a downside:
Retinoids, dermatologists say, can
be irritating if they’re overused, so
most advocate a flexible retinoid
regimen. Lupo alternates daily between moisturizing Renova and
the more aggressive (and more drying) prescription Tazorac. Downie
rotates Vivité Vibrance Therapy,
which has retinol, with Tri-Luma
Cream, an Rx-strength retinoid that
also contains spot-fading hydroquinone. And every night, Rodan
applies her own Rodan+Fields AntiAge Night Renewing Serum, an
over-the-counter treatment packed
with retinol. Then, once a week,

she applies Tazorac as a mask for 15
minutes: “Tazorac is the strongest
retinoid, but it would be too irritating for me to wear all night. Using it as a mask boosts the effects
of my retinol serum without causing flaking.” Some doctors also apply
a moisturizer under their retinoid
to dilute the strength. Or they cut
back on how often they apply it
(every third night rather than seven
days a week) if they start to see
signs of sensitivity.

!
They freeze and fill
in moderation
Almost all the dermatologists we
spoke with say that when it comes
to in-office treatments, Botox (or
Dysport, a new competitor) gives
you the most bang for your buck.
Many inject their foreheads to
relax frown lines; a few also target
their eyes’ outer corners to minimize
crow’s-feet. Patricia Wexler, MD,
a cosmetic dermatologist in New
York City, says one of her favorite
new spots to inject is along the
jawline, which minimizes the downward pull of the muscles in that area
and gives her neck a lifted appearance. For areas where deeper wrinkles have formed, most doctors say
they turn to hyaluronic acid
fillers like Juvéderm or Restylane to
plump up the crevices. The most
frequently treated spot: the nasolabial folds (aka the marionette
lines beside your mouth). Rodan
and Lupo both inject this area once
or twice a year. Doctors, of course,
get all these treatments at cost;
even so, they avail themselves only
three to four times a year, which
they consider moderate usage. You
can expect to pay $375 and up for
one Botox or Dysport treatment, and
$600 and up for one filler treatment.

6

Maintaining skin bounce
is essential

Yes, retinoids boost both the collagen and elastin production in the
skin. But most skin doctors don’t
feel that vitamin A alone does quite
enough plumping, so on top of this
they typically layer a second topical
containing either peptides or
a growth factor, both of which have
been shown in repeated studies
to firm and plump the skin by triggering collagen production. Some
popular peptide picks: Neocutis BioRestorative Cream and Olay Regenerist Daily Serum. The best of the
growth factor bunch: SkinMedica
TNS Essential Serum and RéVive
Moisturizing Renewal Cream.
Note: Most peptide and growth
factor creams are pretty hydrating,
so you probably won’t need to
apply an additional moisturizer on
top. Like you, these doctors
don’t have the time (or the patience)
for an eight-step regimen. So
at night they just cleanse, apply a
retinoid cream, top it off with a
collagen-boosting cream—and hit
the sheets. And there is a reason
doctors typically save the biggun treatments like retinoids and
peptides for nighttime. “Your
body temperature goes up while you
sleep, and the heat helps your
products penetrate your skin better,”
Rodan explains.

7
They sleep on their backs
Fetal-position snoozers, take note:
A surprising number of doctors believe that smashing your face into
a pillow all night long does in fact

lead to permanent creases—so they
try never to do it. “Sleeping on
your face not only etches wrinkles
into the skin, but fluid pools on
the side of the face that’s pressed
against the pillow, stretching out
the skin and making it more apt
to sag,” Lupo says. Rodan went so
far as to buy herself a Therapeutica Sleeping Pillow, which is contoured to cradle your head and neck,
making it more comfortable to
lie on your back all night. “The connection between facial wrinkles and
how you sleep is no joke. I can look
at 80 percent of my patients and
be able to tell you which side they
sleep on,” Rodan says.

$

They hit the gym to build
better skin

Most female MDs cited improved
blood circulation and reduced stress
as workout benefits that really do
help the appearance of their complexions. “I get stress relief from
working out, which I think keeps
my worries off my face,” says Downie,
who runs, hits the StairMaster or
kickboxes seven days a week. Malik
goes to the gym for 60 to 90 minutes,
six or seven days a week, because
she believes exercise reduces her level
of the stress hormone epinephrine:
“This hormone can cause constriction of blood flow in the face and
actually makes your skin lose its
glow.” Wexler swears by the longterm effect of Pilates on her body
and face’s skin tone; Rodan, a former runner, now goes Spinning. “A
plastic surgeon that I trust once told
me I should stop all my high-impact
workouts,” she says. “He explained
that over time they can cause tiny
tears in the microscopic attachments in the skin, which can ultimately lead to sagging.”
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Nearly half of women will suffer from HAIR LOSS at some point,
but take note: It’s not inevitable. Here’s how you can
prevent SHEDDING and even regrow what’s been lost

I HAD THYROID IMBALANCE
hair loss in my twenties, postpartum
thinning twice in my thirties, bigtime strand shedding after the death
of my father in my early forties and
now, at 47, visible thinning three
months after suffering a fever of
104. No actual scalp peeking through
as of this morning, thank God—just
stringy gobs of lifeless blond in the
comb.
So when New York City dermatol-

ogist David Orentreich, MD, tells me
that nearly 50 percent of women will
experience some hair loss, I am
unsurprised—and utterly empathetic.
While a man’s baldness can symbolize power, success and virility (note
such male chrome domes as athletemogul Michael Jordan, actor Bruce
Willis, billionaire investor Ron
Perelman and short, rich Harry
Goldenblatt, Charlotte’s second husband on Sex and the City), women’s
sexual attractiveness has always
sprung—historically, anthropologically and culturally—from gor-

WHAT CAUSES
THE fallout
geous, shiny, plentiful hair.
SO WHERE DID it all go, that
mass of thick, hormonally hoppedup high school hair? At puberty—
decades before we can appreciate
it or have the money and good taste
to properly deal with it—we are
blessed with the fullest mane of our
entire lives. Then, inexorably, the
strands begin to diminish, not just in
number but also in diameter and in

FIRST, ASSESS
YOUR losses
BEFORE DECIDING ON a battle
plan, you need to determine whether your hair loss is excessive—or
whether it falls within the normal
range of shedding. According to
Orentreich, you meet the classic definition of abnormal if you lose more
than 80 to 100 strands a day (or, if
you wash your hair only once or
twice a week, you have excessive
shedding on those days—as in upwards of 400 strands). Some cases
are pretty clear, but if you’re uncertain, a good, quick test is to run your
hands through dry hair: If your
fingers come away wrapped in eight
or more full-length strands with
tiny root bulbs attached, then you
probably do fall into the excessive
hair loss camp.
If you conclude that your loss is
annoying but still normal, check
out the sidebars “Feigning Fatter
Strands” and “How I Scored More
Strands—in an Hour” for helpful
tips. I f you are in fact shedding
excessively, the next step is to find
out why, and there are four likely
possibilities.
" # YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN Most receding hairlines on a woman’s head
are actually lifestyle induced. So if
you’ve spent years pulling your hair
back into taut ponytails, wearing a
riding helmet that rubs at your
forehead or yanking at bangs when
you blow-dry, it’s not surprising
that the hair around your face is
thinning. But cheer up: The converse is also true, and altering
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these habits will enable your hair
to grow back fuller and thicker
within three to six months.
$# #YOUR PAST MADE IT HAPPEN If
your lifestyle isn’t causing the hair
loss or if it isn’t limited to just your
hairline, think back to what went on
in your life three months ago: A new
drug or a change in dosage? A crash
diet? Childbirth? Blood loss? Anesthesia? High fever? Traumatic life
event? “Your hair tells all,” says Kim
Vō, a Los Angeles colorist and stylist
who tends the tresses of Goldie
Hawn and Teri Hatcher. “Even if a
client doesn’t mention anything specific to me, I can always tell something noteworthy happened just by
looking at her hair.” If you did go
through something fairly trying 12
weeks ago but it’s over now, the loss
you’re experiencing should be temporary, and your hair should grow
back. However, if the shedding is tied
to something that started then but
continues to this day—say, a new
medication—you may want to talk to
your doctor about your options.
%# YOUR BODY MAKES IT HAPPEN
If your hair loss doesn’t seem to be
due to a lifelong habit or a notable
recent event, it’s time to ask your
doctor to test your thyroid and iron
levels. An estimated 10 to 20 percent
of American women have thyroid
dysfunction. For most of them, the
thyroid slows down; for a small
number, it speeds up. Either way, excessive hair loss is a symptom. If
your test results are positive for thyroid dysfunction, you’ll be given a
regulating medication, and your hair
should start to grow back within
about six months.
If it turns out an iron deficiency is
your issue, most doctors recommend
boosting your iron level with foods
rich in the mineral, such as beef,
beans, lentils, beets and spinach.
When anemia is severe (or you just
can’t stomach an iron-rich diet), popping a supplement can also help. I am
anemic and averse to most of the
foods that could help, so my doctor

FEIGNING
FATTER STRANDS

"

$

%

&

WHETHER YOUR HAIR loss is normal
(but still disconcerting) or on the extreme side, you can benefit from these
three expert-endorsed styling tricks.

To achieve faux fullness, try trimming your tresses. “Shorter styles are
usually better when you’re losing hair,”
says Sally Hershberger, a New York
City stylist who counts Meg Ryan and
Jane Fonda among her clients. “But
don’t layer the cut too much; that can
make your hair look even thinner.” The
ideal? A slightly layered bob that falls
somewhere between your shoulders
and your jawline.
Color can also play a part. If thinning has exposed your scalp, play
down the contrast between your skin
and your hair shade, Hershberger
suggests. In other words, if your skin
is fair, lighten your locks a little; for
darker skin, deepen their tone.
Treat your hair with products,
shown above, that target the problem.
Start by using stylers that boost density,
usually by causing each individual
hair shaft to swell slightly. Two to try:
1 Oribe’s Volumista Spray and 2 Fekkai
More Density Styling Whip. Then
focus on stimulating the scalp, which
keeps hair follicles healthy. Pros
swear by: 3 Leonor Greyl Complexe
Energisant. Finally, go for anything
that enhances your hair’s shine
without weighing it down. Volumizing
products are notorious for dulling
strands (the plumping action can rough
up the hair’s outer layer), so this
step is not one to skip. One we love:
4 Nioxin Glossing Color Shield.

PHOTOS: LISA SHIN

their ability to grow long. Ever see a
90-year-old woman with wonderful
eyes and a magical smile? Sure. With
great hair? Not so much. But don’t
get depressed. Even though slightly
thinning hair is a fact of nature for
women after the age of 30, there is
quite a lot we can do to fight back
and look good.

put me on Slow Fe supplements.
I take them once a day, and they
gradually release iron into the bloodstream, which helps to minimize the
digestive gumming-up for which this
nutrient is notorious.
& ###HORMONES MAKE IT HAPPEN If
your thyroid and iron levels are normal, your next strategy is to find a
dermatologist who is an expert in
hair and scalp disorders. (A good
place to start is aad.org, the website
of the American Academy of Dermatology; search for a doctor near
you who lists “hair disorders” as a
specialty.) Doctors’ approaches vary,
but Orentreich, a hair and scalp specialist, says one common cause of
hair loss he sees is excessive androgens, male hormones that gain
greater influence in women during
perimenopause as estrogen decreases. To block androgens and protect
new hair growth, Orentreich gives
his patients oral antiandrogens and
also applies them topically to the
scalp. He says this treatment has
yielded considerable success.
An added benefit: While androgens are hormones, the antiandrogens are not, which pleases patients
who would rather not take hormone supplements of any kind.
Orentreich says he and many other
doctors used to treat hair loss with
hormone therapy (HT) but stopped
doing so in 2002 after the release of
the Women’s Health Initiative
(WHI) study that linked HT to an increase in breast cancer. “At that
point, we replaced the HT with
antiandrogens,” he says. “But the fact
remains that when you put female
hormones into your body, you do
lower the level of male hormones.
So HT does help counteract hair
loss.” Most experts now agree that
the WHI study was flawed in certain
important ways and that HT is safe
for short-term use by women in the
first few years after menopause. But
there are still risks, so hair loss
shouldn’t be your only reason
for taking HT. Consult your ob-gyn

WHEN you can’t
FIND A CAUSE
to weigh the pros and cons.
WHAT IF NONE of the usual explanations apply to your hair loss situation? Don’t lose hope. Even if the
reason remains a mystery, you should
be able to trigger some regrowth (or
at least plump up what’s left) with
one of the following strategies.
SCALP TREATMENTS Regrowth
begins with a healthy scalp, and to
achieve that you might want to consider consulting a professional licensed in trichology, the branch of
medicine that deals with hair and
scalp care. Philip Kingsley, a New
York–based trichologist (and the unofficial granddaddy of the profession, with such clients as Barbra
Streisand and Candice Bergen),
o f f e r s follicle-stimulating treatments at his clinics in Manhattan
and London. His theory: These
treatments boost the blood flow
in the scalp, which helps bring
growth-maximizing nutrients to the
roots. For at-home use, he has created a product called Scalp Toning
Tonic, which increases blood flow
and also exfoliates dead skin cells
(which can inhibit growth by
clogging up the follicles). To find a
trichologist, go to the Trichological
Society at hairscientists.org.
ROGAINE Originally prescribed to
treat hypertension, Rogaine was discovered to also stimulate hair
growth. Experts attribute the beneficial effect to Rogaine’s active ingredient, minoxidil, which they believe
increases blood flow to hair follicles
(the same thing Kingsley’s tonic
aims to do, but with more horsepower). The net effect: Revitalizing shrunken follicles helps them
produce thicker strands.
HA I R T R A N S P L A N T Garren, a
New York City stylist who coifs
many celebs and socialites, says his
over-40 clients who’ve tried everything else for thinning strands with-

out success have turned to hair
transplanting, a surgical procedure in
which hair follicles from an area on
your scalp where growth is dense are
removed, then surgically implanted
in thinning spots. (Hair in the “normal” area does grow back.) Prices can
range from $6 to $10 per graft (one
hair follicle), and you need several
thousand. The bill: $4,000 or more.

HOW I SCORED MORE
STRANDS—IN AN HOUR
HAIR EXTENSIONS thicken the manes of
many celebs (thought their lush locks
were natural? Ha!), so I set out to see
what they’d do for my sparse strands.
To find a stylist near me to attach
them, I went on hairuwear.com, which
lists salons that use Great Lengths
extensions (a brand I’d heard of). My
pick: Marc Mena at New York’s WarrenTricomi Salon.
“Extensions are better than Botox,”
Mena says as he selects from bundles
of human hair, each of which contains
about 25 strands held together at one
end with keratin protein. He then
glues the bundles to the roots of my hair,
using a bonding machine. I’m told the
extensions last four months, at which
point I’ll return to the salon and get
them removed with a solution that dissolves the keratin.
It takes Mena an hour to attach 60
bundles, boosting my hair’s density
by about 30 percent. Although they’re
called extensions, on me they’re more
like supplementation. Mena trims the
pieces to match the length of my own
locks and gives me rules to follow for
two days: no combing, no washing,
no products containing silicone. All
day I swing my new superthick strands.
I’m addicted.
However, like many potential addicts,
I’m saved by the price of the fix: My
extensions cost $1,500. Replacing them
every four months would cost me $4,500
a year. I may splurge again for a special
occasion—or I might try a temporary
(and more affordable) approach.
A friend of mine swears by Hairdo (also
at hairuwear.com), a line of clip-in
hairpieces from stylist Ken Paves, whose
clients include Eva Longoria Parker.
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MY BEAUTY
SECRET

SOME OF MORE’S FAVORITE GORGEOUS WOMEN
(and not a model among them) SHARE THE ONE TIP
OR TRICK THAT’S ESSENTIAL TO THEIR LOOKS

“I’VE DONE 25 marathons, and I hope to keep
running until I need a
walker! But with my busy
schedule, I can’t just go
to the gym for vanity’s
sake. I always have a charity run scheduled to help
motivate my training.”
—JIYON LEE, MD, radiologist

“I’M addicted to
Lancôme’s Pure
Focus T-Zone
Matifier. I hate
to look shiny
on camera.”
—SUNNY HOSTIN,
legal analyst for CNN’s
American Morning

“I’M NOT ashamed
to say I need my rest.
But when I am sleep
deprived, I rely on
RéVive Moisturizing
Renewal Cream
and Laura Mercier
Primer to look decent.”
—PAMELLA ROLAND,
fashion designer

“I’M CURRENTLY INTO LAYERING MY PERFUMES AND
NAIL POLISHES. CLINIQUE HAPPY PLUS CHANEL ALLURE
HAS BECOME MY SIGNATURE SCENT. AND I GET A
WEEKLY MANICURE MIXING TWO SHEER ESSIE SHADES:
BLUSHING BRIDE TOPPED BY BALLET SLIPPERS.”
—ESSIE WEINGARTEN, creator of Essie Cosmetics

“I DO GET BOTOX,
but what’s made
the biggest difference was using
fillers to get rid of
the hollowing
under my eyes.
It changed my life!
Not only do I look
less tired, but I
actually feel it too.”
—HAIDEH HIRMAND, MD,
plastic surgeon

“I LEARNED about good
skin care at 18, when
I worked at a makeup
counter. Today I use
Kate Somerville’s eponymous line to make my
complexion glow. Makeupwise, it’s my job to test
new cosmetics. But my
tried-and-true items are
DiorShow Mascara, Nars
Orgasm Blush and MAC
Dazzleglass Lipcolour.”
—DEBBI HARTLEY
TRIESCH, Nordstrom’s
national merchandise
manager for cosmetics

“I FIND THAT AS I AGE, WEARING ALMOST
NO MAKEUP ACTUALLY MAKES ME LOOK
FRESHER AND YOUNGER. MY FAVORITE
PRODUCT IS BOBBI BROWN’S SHIMMER
WASH EYE SHADOW.”
—COZY FRIEDMAN, owner of Manhattan’s Cozy’s Cuts for Kids salons
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“AS A DANCER
in my twenties,
I was thinner
than I am now.
Today I dress to
accentuate my
more womanly
figure. Curveflattering gowns,
yes, but there’s
nothing better
than jeans with a
crisp white shirt.”
—TAMARA TUNIE,
actress, Law & Order: SVU

“I WAS MORE INTO FASHION BEFORE I WAS
ACTUALLY IN THE BUSINESS. NOW I VALUE
A SIMPLER WARDROBE WITH ONLY VERY
GOOD QUALITY PIECES. YOU WON’T FIND
ME IN THE TREND OF THE MOMENT.”
—YILDIZ BLACKSTONE,
president of the fashion house Luca Luca

“I found indoor
cycling while
going through a
divorce. The
45 minutes of
exercise made
me strong and
cleared my mind.
It was better
than therapy!”
—RUTH ZUKERMAN, fitness
instructor and cofounder of
Manhattan’s Flywheel Studio

“My staples are my
short hair and Chanel
Rouge Allure Lipstick.
In the morning, I fingerdry my hair (I haven’t
used a brush in years)
and swipe on lipstick.
I don’t know what I look
like as the day goes
on—I just pray and
keep moving.”
—SHARI CREED, owner of
SweetSpot Labs

